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Chapter 1 : Letters for Literary Ladies:
Get this from a library! The injur'd husband, or, The mistaken resentment ; and Lasselia, or, The self-abandon'd. [Eliza
Fowler Haywood; Jerry C Beasley].

Fantomina and Other Works Broadview Press has been really great at publishing what would otherwise be
obscure works by little known eighteenth-century novelists. Eliza Haywood, however, little known now, was a
literary superstar of her day arguably the most well-known and prolific novelist of the first half of the
eighteenth century , but is not widely read today. This Broadview edition brings together four of her shorter
works. Since these works are so short, I decided to review them together. Fantomina, or Love in a Maze I
found this quite hilarious. It is about a woman who manages to seduce the same man over and over again by
adopting various disguises. He never picks up on the fact that he is sleeping with the same woman over and
over again. The way Haywood transforms the "seduced maiden" story is very clever - she turns the seduced
maiden into the seducer much more daring than Clarissa! I really enjoyed it. The title really gives away what
this work is about - it literally is a conversation over a tea-table. Most of the conversation centers around love
and virtue, but they do veer off on tangents and some of the inset stories are quite lengthy. It is interesting, but
a little disjointed. Much less a real conversation, I guess! I enjoyed the narrative sections much more than the
theoretical conversations. Reflections on the Various Effects of Love Again, the title gives the game away.
This is basically an extended reflection on the nature of love. There is a lot of discussion on why some people
behave so appallingly when they fall in love, and the conclusion that the narrator comes to is that love
heightens our essential characteristics. For example, if you are subconsciously frivolous or morally loose, love
"unlocks" that characteristic. On the flipside, if you are good, love will bring out that essential goodness. This
is basically a set of individual love letters. The longest sequence of letters which runs over approximately 10
pages is similarly incomplete - the lovers are just about to be reunited when all of a sudden Haywood switches
her attention to another couple. What is interesting is that each letter is about a different facet of love. There
are letters about unrequited love, jealousy, constancy, absence - everything you can ever imagine. And I
wanted to know more about everybody! Very frustrating, but very enjoyable at the same time.
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That odd form might be called a brief in behalf of banished romance, since it voiced a protest against the
excess of rationalism and realism in the early eighteenth century. Too great correctness and restraint must
always result in proportionate liberty. As the eternal swing of the pendulum of literary history, the ebb and
flow of fiction inevitably bring a reaction against any extreme, so it was with the fiction of the period. The
mysterious twilights of medievalism invited eyes tired of the noonday glare of Augustan formalism. The
natural had become familiar to monotony, hence men craved the supernatural. And so the Gothic novel came
into being. Gothic is here used to designate the eighteenth-century novel of terror dealing with medieval
materials. There had been some use of the weird in English fiction before Horace Walpole, but the terror novel
proper is generally conceded to begin with his Romantic curiosity, The Castle of Otranto. The Gothic novel
marks a distinct change in the form of literature in which supernaturalism manifests itself. Heretofore the
supernatural elements have appeared in the drama, in the epic, in ballads and other poetry, and in folk-tales,
but not noticeably in the novel. Now, however, for a considerable time the ghostly themes are most prominent
in lengthy fiction, contrasted with the short story which later is to supersede it as a vehicle for the weird. This
vacillation of form is a distinct and interesting aspect of the development of supernaturalism in literature and
will be discussed later. With this change in form comes a corresponding change in the materials of ghostly
narration. Poetry in general in all times has freely used the various elements of supernaturalism. The epic has
certain distinct themes, such as visits to the lower world, visions of heaven, and conflict between mortal and
divine powers, and brings in mythological characters, gods, goddesses, demigods, and the like. Fate is a
moving figure in the older dramas, while the liturgical plays introduced devils, angels, and even the Deity as
characters in the action. Medieval romances, prose as well as metrical and alliterative, chansons de geste, lais,
and so forth, drew considerably on the supernatural for complicating material in various forms, and
undoubtedly much of our present element comes from medievalism. Tales of the Celtic Otherworld, of
fairy-lore, of magic, so popular in early romance, show a strong revival to-day. The Gothic novel is more
closely related to the drama than to the epic or to such poetry as The Faerie Queene or Comus. On the other
hand, the later novels and stories, while less influenced by the dramatic tradition, show more of the epic trace
than does the Gothic romance. The epic tours through heaven and hell, the lavish use of angels, devils, and
even of Deity, the introduction of mythological characters and figures which are not seen in Gothic fiction,
appear to a considerable extent in the stories of recent times. In Gothicism we find that the Deity disappears
though the devil remains. There are no vampires, so far as I have been able to find, though the were-wolf and
the lycanthrope appear, which were absent from the drama save in The Duchess of Malfi. Other elements are
seen, such as the beginnings of the scientific supernaturalism which is to become so prominent in later times.
Mechanical supernaturalism and the uncanny power given to inanimate objects seem to have their origins
here, to be greatly developed further on. Supernaturalism associated with animals, related both to the
mythological stories of the past and to the more horrific aspects of later fiction, are noted in the terror
romance. Humor is largely lacking in the Gothic romance, save as the writers furnish it unintentionally. In
Gothicism itself we have practically no satire, though Jane Austen and Barrett satirize the terror novel itself in
delicious burlesques that laugh it out of court. In the terror tale the relationship between supernatural effect
and Gothic architecture, scenery, and weather is strongly stressed. Everything is ordered to fit the Gothic plan,
and the conformity becomes in time conventionally monotonous. Horace Walpole, the father of the terror
novel, had a fad for medievalism, and he expressed his enthusiasm in that extraordinary building at Strawberry
Hill, courteously called a Gothic castle. From a study of Gothic architecture was but a step to the writing of
romance that should reproduce the mysteries of feudal times, for the shadows of ancient, gloomy castles and
cloisters suggested the shades of ghost-haunted fiction, of morbid terrors. The Gothic castle itself is
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represented as possessing all the antique glooms that increase the effect of mystery and awe, and its secret
passage-ways, its underground vaults and dungeons, its trap-doors, its mouldy, spectral chapel, form a fit
setting for the unearthly visitants that haunt it. A feudal hall is the suitable domicile for ghosts and other
supernatural revenants, and the horrific romance throughout shows a close kinship with its architecture. The
harassed heroine is forever wandering through midnight corridors of Gothic structure. And indeed, the
opportunity for unearthly phenomena is much more spacious in the vast piles of antiquity than in our
bungalows or apartment-houses. Radcliffe erected many ruinous structures in fiction. In other romances she
depicts decaying castles with treacherous stairways leading to mysterious rooms, halls of black marble, and
vaults whose great rusty keys groan in the locks. Oswyth 3 says of its setting: In Melmoth, the Wanderer the
scene changes often, yet it is always Gothic and terrible â€” the monastery with its diabolical punishments, the
ancient castle, the ruined abbey by which the wanderer celebrates his marriage at midnight with a dead priest
for the celebrant, the madhouse, the inquisition cells, which add gloom and horror to the supernatural incidents
and characters. In Zofloya, 4 the maiden is imprisoned in an underground cave similar to that boasted by other
castles. This novel is significant because of the freedom with which Shelley appropriated its material for his
Zastrozzi, which likewise has the true Gothic setting. Regina Maria Roche wrote a number of novels built up
with crumbling castles, awesome abbeys, and donjon-keeps whose titles show the architectural fiction that
dominates them. A list of the names of the Gothic novels will serve to show the general importance laid on
antique setting. It dominated the events and was a malignant personality, that laid its spell upon those within
its bounds. Not only is architecture made subservient to the needs of Gothic fiction, but the scenery likewise is
adapted to fit it. Radcliffe wrote her stories interlarded with nature descriptions, scant notice had been paid to
scenery in the novel. But she set the style for morose landscapes as Walpole had for glooming castles, and the
succeeding romances of the genre combined both features. Radcliffe was not at all hampered by the fact that
she had never laid eyes on the scenes she so vividly pictures. She painted the dread scenery of awesome
mountains and forests, beetling crags and dizzy abysses with fluent and fervent adjectives, and her successors
imitated her in sketching nature with dark impressionism. The scenery in general in the Gothic novel is always
subjectively represented. Nature in itself and of itself is not the important thing. What the writer seeks to do is
by descriptions of the outer world to emphasize the mental states of man, to reflect the moods of the
characters, and to show a fitting background for their crimes and unearthly experiences. There is little of the
light of day, of the cheerfulness of ordinary nature, but only the scenes and phenomena that are in harmony
with the glooms of crimes and sufferings. Like the scenery, the weather in the Gothic novel is always
subjectively treated. The play of lightning, supernatural thunders, roaring tempests announce the approach and
operations of the devil, and ghosts walk to the accompaniment of presaging tempests. In The Albigenses the
winds are diabolically possessed and laugh fiendishly instead of moaning as they do as seneschals in most
romances of terror. The storms usually take place at midnight, and there is rarely a peaceful night in Gothic
fiction. The stroke of twelve generally witnesses some uproar of nature as some appearance of restless spirit.
Whenever the heroines in Mrs. And another 6 says: The weather is ordered to suit the dark, unholy plots they
make, and they plan murders against a background of black clouds, hellish thunder, and lurid lightning. When
at last the Moor announces himself as the devil and hurls Victoria from the mountain top, a sympathetic storm
arises and a flood sweeps her body into the river. Instantly a violent storm arose; the winds in fury rent up
rocks and forests; the sky was now black with clouds, now sheeted with fire; the rain fell in torrents; it swelled
the stream, the waves over-flowed their banks; they reached the spot where Ambrosio lay, and, when they
abated, carried with them into the river the corse of the despairing monk. No Gothic writer shows more power
of harmonizing the tempests of the soul with the outer storms than does Charles Robert Maturin. Peals of
thunder sounded, every peal like the exhausted murmurs of a spent heart. This becomes a distinct convention,
used with varying effectiveness. Nowhere in the fiction of the period is there the power such as Shakespeare
reveals, as where Lear wanders on the heath in the pitiless clutch of the storm, with a more tragic tempest in
his soul. Yet, although the idea of the inter-relation of the passions of man and nature is not original with the
Gothicists, and though they show little of the inevitability of genius, they add greatly to their supernatural
effect by this method. Later fiction is less barometric as less architectural than the Gothic. The Origin of
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Individual Gothic Tales. The psychological origin of the individual Gothic romances is interesting to note.
Supernaturalism was probably more generally believed in then than now, and people were more given to the
telling of ghost stories and all the folk-tales of terror than at the present time. One reason for this may be that
they had more leisure; and their great open fires were more conducive to the retailing of romances of shudders
than our unsocial steam radiators. The eighteenth century seemed frankly to enjoy the pleasures of fear, and
the rise of the Gothic novel gave rein to this natural love for the uncanny and the gruesome. Dreams played an
important part in the inspiration of the tales of terror. The initial romance was, as the author tells us, the result
of an architectural nightmare. Walpole says in a letter: Shall I even confess to you what was the origin of this
romance? I waked one morning from a dream, of which all that I could recall was that I had thought myself in
an ancient castle a very natural dream for a head filled like mine with Gothic story and that at the uppermost
banister of a great staircase I saw a gigantic hand in armor. In the evening I sat down and began to write,
without knowing in the least what I intended to say or relate. The work grew on my hands. The results were
negligible save Frankenstein, and it is said that Byron was much annoyed that a mere girl should excel him. I
saw â€” with shut eyes but acute mental vision â€” I saw the pale student of unhallowed arts kneeling beside
the thing he had put together. I saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched out, and then, on the working of
some powerful engine, show signs of life. The artist sleeps but he is awakened; and behold, the horrid thing
stands at his bedside, looking on him with watery, yellow yet speculative eyes! And from this she wrote her
story of the man-monster. The relation of dreams to the uncanny tale is interesting. Dreams and visions,
revelatory of the past and prophetic of the future, played an important part in the drama as they are now widely
used in motion-picture scenarios and the Gothic novel continues the tradition. It would be impossible to
discover in how many instances the authors were subconsciously influenced in their choice of material by
dreams. The presaging dreams and visions attributed to supernatural agency appear frequently in Gothic
fiction. The close relation between dreams and second sight in the terror novel might form an interesting
by-path for investigation. At this moment is there one of us present, however we may have departed from the
Lord, disobeyed His will, and disregarded His word â€” is there one of us who would, at this moment, accept
all that man could bestow or earth could afford, to resign the hope of his salvation? No, there is not one â€”
not such a fool on earth were the enemy of mankind to traverse it with the offer! She stated that her book was
the literary offspring of the earlier romance, though Walpole disclaimed the paternity. She deplored the
violence of the supernatural machinery that tended to defeat its own impressiveness and wished to avoid that
danger in her work, though she announced: Anne Radcliffe, that energetic manipulator of Gothic enginery,
wrote because she had time that was wasting on her hands â€” which may be an explanation for other and later
literary attempts. Her journalist husband was away till late at night, so while sitting up for him she wrote
frightful stories to keep herself from being scared. During that waiting loneliness she doubtless experienced all
those nervous terrors that she describes as being undergone by her palpitating maidens, whose emotional
anguish is suffered in midnight wanderings through subterranean passages and ghosted apartments.
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Chapter 3 : The Supernatural in Modern English Fiction, by Dorothy Scarborough : Chapter 1 The Gothic R
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record-keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press.

Index Preface The subject of the supernatural in modern English fiction has been found difficult to deal with
because of its wealth of material. While there has been no previous book on the topic, and none related to it,
save Mr. It is manifestly impossible to discuss, or even to mention, all of it. Even in my bibliography which
numbers over three thousand titles, I have made no effort to list all the available examples of the type. The
bibliography, which I at first intended to publish in connection with this volume, is far too voluminous to be
included here, so will probably be brought out later by itself. It would have been impossible for me to
prosecute the research work or to write the book save for the assistance generously given by many persons. I
am indebted to the various officials of the libraries of Columbia University and of New York City, particularly
to Miss Isadore Mudge, Reference Librarian of Columbia, and to the authorities of the New York Society
Library for permission to use their priceless out-of-print novels in the Kennedy Collection. My interest in
English fiction was increased during my attendance on some courses in the history of the English novel, given
by Dr. Carlyle, in Oxford University, England, several years ago. Trent, George Philip Krapp, and Ernest
Hunter Wright very kindly read the book in manuscript and gave valuable advice concerning it, Professor
Wright going over the material with me in detail. But my chief debt of gratitude is to Professor Ashley H.
Thorndike, Head of the Department of English and Comparative Literature in Columbia, whose stimulating
criticism and kindly encouragement have made the book possible. To all of these â€” and others â€” who have
aided me, I am deeply grateful, and I only wish that the published volume were more worthy of their
assistance. Introduction The supernatural is an ever-present force in literature. It colors our poetry, shapes our
epics and dramas, and fashions our prose till we are so wonted to it that we lose sense of its wonder and
magic. If all the elements of the unearthly were removed from our books, how shrunken in value would seem
the residue, how forlorn our feelings! Lafcadio Hearn in the recently published volume, Interpretations of
Literature, says: There is scarcely any great author in European literature, old or new, who has not
distinguished himself in his treatment of the supernatural. In English literature I believe there is no exception
from the time of the Anglo-Saxon poets to Shakespeare, and from Shakespeare to our own day. And this
introduces us to the consideration of a general and remarkable fact, a fact that I do not remember to have seen
in any books, but which is of very great philosophical importance: It touches something within us that relates
to infinity. The night side of the soul attracts us all. The spirit feeds on mystery. It lives not by fact alone but
by the unknowable, and there is no highest mystery without the supernatural. Man loves the frozen touch of
fear, and realizes pure terror only when touched by the unmortal. The hint of spectral sounds or presences
quickens the imagination as no other suggestion can do, and no human shapes of fear can awe the soul as those
from beyond the grave. Man loves the supernatural elements in literature perhaps because they dignify him by
giving his existence a feeling of infinity otherwise denied. They grant him a sense of being the center of
powers more than earthly, of conflicts supermortal. His own material life may be however circumscribed and
trivial yet he can loose his fancy and escape the petty tragedies of his days by flight beyond the stars. He can
widen the tents of his mortal life, create a universe for his companionship, and marshal the forces of demons
and unknown gods for his commands. To his narrow rut he can join the unspaced firmament; to his trivial
hours add eternity; to his finite, infinity. He is so greedy of power, and has so piteously little that he must look
for his larger life in dreams and in the literature of the supernatural. But, whatever be the reasons, there has
been a continuity of the ghostly in literature, with certain rise and fall of interest. There is in modern English
fiction, as likewise in poetry and the drama, a great extent of the supernatural, with wide diversity of elements.
Beginning with the Gothic romance, that curious architectural excrescence that yet has had enormous
influence on our novel, the supernatural is found in every period and in every form of fiction. The unearthly
beings meet us in all guises, and answer our every mood, whether it be serious or awed, satiric or humoresque.
Literature, always a little ahead of life, has formed our beliefs for us, made us free with spirits, and given us
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entrance to immortal countries. The sense of the unearthly is ever with us, even in the most commonplace
situations â€” and there is nothing so natural to us as the supernatural. Our imagination, colored by our
reading, reveals and transforms the world we live in. We are aware of unbodied emotions about us, of
discarnate moods that mock or invite us. We go a-ghosting now in public places, and a specter may glide up to
give us an apologia pro vita sua any day in Grand Central or on Main Street of Our-Town. We chat with
fetches across the garden fence and pass the time of day with demons by way of the dumb-waiter. That
gray-furred creature that glooms suddenly before us in the winter street is not a chauffeur, but a were-wolf
questing for his prey. That sedate middle-aged ferry that transports us from Staten Island is a magic Sending
Boat if only we knew its potent runes! The old woman with the too-pink cheeks and glittering eye, that presses
August bargains upon us with the argument that they will be in style for early fall wear, is a witch wishful to
lure away our souls. We may pass at will by the guardian of the narrow gate and traverse the regions of the
Under-world. True, the materialist may argue that the actual is more marvelous than the imagined, that the
aeroplane is more a thing of wonder than was the hippogriff, that the ferry is really the enchanted boat, after
all, and that Dante would write a new Inferno if he could see the subway at the rush hour, but that is another
issue. We might have more psychal experiences than we do if we would only keep our eyes open, but most of
us do have more than we admit to the neighbors. We have an early-Victorian reticence concerning ghostly
things as if it were scandalous to be associated with them. But that is all wrong. We should be proud of being
singled out for spectral confidences and should report our ghost-guests to the society columns of the
newspaper. It is hoped that this discussion of comparative ghost-lore may help to establish a better sense of
values. In this book I deal with ghosts and devils by and large, in an impressionistic way. I only love them. I
only marvel at their infinite variety and am touched by their humanity, their likeness to mortals. It gives me no
holier-than-thou feeling of horror to sit beside a vampire in the subway, no panic to hear a banshee shut up in a
hurdy-gurdy box. I give a cordial how-do-you-do when a dragon glides up and puts his paw in mine, and in
every stray dog I recognize a Gladsome Beast. Like us mortals, they all need sympathy, none more so than the
poor wizards and bogles that are on their own, as the Scotch say. While discussing the nineteenth century as a
whole, I have devoted more attention to the fiction of the supernatural in the last thirty years or so, because
there has been much more of it in that time than before. There is now more interest in the occult, more
literature produced dealing with psychal powers than ever before in our history. It is apparent in poetry, in the
drama, the novel, and the short story. I have not attempted, even in my bibliography, to include all the fiction
of the type, since that would be manifestly impossible. I have, however, mentioned specimens of the various
forms, and have listed the more important examples. The treatment here is meant to be suggestive rather than
exhaustive and seeks to show that there is a genuine revival of wonder in our time, with certain changes in the
characterization of supernatural beings. It includes not only the themes that are strictly supernatural, but also
those which, formerly considered unearthly, carry on the traditions of the magical. Much of our material of the
weird has been rationalized, yet without losing its effect of wonder for us in fact or in fiction. If now we study
a science where once men believed blindly in a Black Art, is the result really less mysterious? That odd form
might be called a brief in behalf of banished romance, since it voiced a protest against the excess of
rationalism and realism in the early eighteenth century. Too great correctness and restraint must always result
in proportionate liberty. As the eternal swing of the pendulum of literary history, the ebb and flow of fiction
inevitably bring a reaction against any extreme, so it was with the fiction of the period. The mysterious
twilights of medievalism invited eyes tired of the noonday glare of Augustan formalism. The natural had
become familiar to monotony, hence men craved the supernatural. And so the Gothic novel came into being.
Gothic is here used to designate the eighteenth-century novel of terror dealing with medieval materials. There
had been some use of the weird in English fiction before Horace Walpole, but the terror novel proper is
generally conceded to begin with his Romantic curiosity, The Castle of Otranto. The Gothic novel marks a
distinct change in the form of literature in which supernaturalism manifests itself. Heretofore the supernatural
elements have appeared in the drama, in the epic, in ballads and other poetry, and in folk-tales, but not
noticeably in the novel. Now, however, for a considerable time the ghostly themes are most prominent in
lengthy fiction, contrasted with the short story which later is to supersede it as a vehicle for the weird. This
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vacillation of form is a distinct and interesting aspect of the development of supernaturalism in literature and
will be discussed later. With this change in form comes a corresponding change in the materials of ghostly
narration. Poetry in general in all times has freely used the various elements of supernaturalism. The epic has
certain distinct themes, such as visits to the lower world, visions of heaven, and conflict between mortal and
divine powers, and brings in mythological characters, gods, goddesses, demigods, and the like. Fate is a
moving figure in the older dramas, while the liturgical plays introduced devils, angels, and even the Deity as
characters in the action. Medieval romances, prose as well as metrical and alliterative, chansons de geste, lais,
and so forth, drew considerably on the supernatural for complicating material in various forms, and
undoubtedly much of our present element comes from medievalism. Tales of the Celtic Otherworld, of
fairy-lore, of magic, so popular in early romance, show a strong revival to-day. The Gothic novel is more
closely related to the drama than to the epic or to such poetry as The Faerie Queene or Comus. On the other
hand, the later novels and stories, while less influenced by the dramatic tradition, show more of the epic trace
than does the Gothic romance. The epic tours through heaven and hell, the lavish use of angels, devils, and
even of Deity, the introduction of mythological characters and figures which are not seen in Gothic fiction,
appear to a considerable extent in the stories of recent times. In Gothicism we find that the Deity disappears
though the devil remains. There are no vampires, so far as I have been able to find, though the were-wolf and
the lycanthrope appear, which were absent from the drama save in The Duchess of Malfi. Other elements are
seen, such as the beginnings of the scientific supernaturalism which is to become so prominent in later times.
Mechanical supernaturalism and the uncanny power given to inanimate objects seem to have their origins
here, to be greatly developed further on. Supernaturalism associated with animals, related both to the
mythological stories of the past and to the more horrific aspects of later fiction, are noted in the terror
romance. Humor is largely lacking in the Gothic romance, save as the writers furnish it unintentionally. In
Gothicism itself we have practically no satire, though Jane Austen and Barrett satirize the terror novel itself in
delicious burlesques that laugh it out of court. In the terror tale the relationship between supernatural effect
and Gothic architecture, scenery, and weather is strongly stressed. Everything is ordered to fit the Gothic plan,
and the conformity becomes in time conventionally monotonous. Horace Walpole, the father of the terror
novel, had a fad for medievalism, and he expressed his enthusiasm in that extraordinary building at Strawberry
Hill, courteously called a Gothic castle. From a study of Gothic architecture was but a step to the writing of
romance that should reproduce the mysteries of feudal times, for the shadows of ancient, gloomy castles and
cloisters suggested the shades of ghost-haunted fiction, of morbid terrors.
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Eliza Haywood's Amatory Aesthetic. a "fantasy world" of scandalous love plots. 2 In the dedication of Lasselia: or, the
Self-Abandoned In Lasselia, ideal.

Chapter 7 : Project MUSE - Eliza Haywood's Amatory Aesthetic
Never was a Court more resplendent with Beautys, than that ofFrance, in the Reign of their late MonarchLewisXIV.â•µ
That Prince, in spite of his Ambition, found room for Love, nor could the incessant Hurry of his other Affairs deprive him
of the Pleasures of Gallantry.

Chapter 8 : Books and Writers - Eliza Fowler Haywood
This is precisely Haywood's point in the preface to Lasselia: or, the Self- Abandoned (): "My Design in writing this little
Novel (as well as those I have formerly publish'd) being only to remind the unthinking Part of the World, how dangerous
it is to give.
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